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a piedi
  They say that in Florence, all streets 
 shoot from the Duomo. The city was 
constructed around its heart, and its 
roads ring its center like a dazzling 

arterial system. If you listen closely to 
the steps refracting off these cobbled 

streets, you can hear the rhythm that 
beats just below the surface—the pumping, 

thumping thrum of the city’s pulse.

I spent my days studying in Florence in its streets. 
Carrying my footsteps to and from my Duomo, I pushed 
through the vessels and veins of the city roads. It was 
in heading down new bends that I discovered what I 
considered a quiet, authentic Florence: intimate cafes, 
weatherworn city plaques, bambini and nonni playing 
in their piazzas. It was in trying to get lost that I found 
my Firenze.

It’s this Firenze that I hope to share with you, a student 
beginning to connect with their new city, so that you may 
able to find and carve out your own Florentine niches in 
the streets. Take this guide to your new home, allow your 
ears to search out the pulsing song of the city, and hit the 
ground running.
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BY THE 
NUMBERS

A brief breakdown of the students who 
head overseas for school each year.

SWIPE EACH BUTTON TO SEE THE STATS 

SOURCE: Institute of International Education, Open Doors Report on International Educational Exchange (2014)
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STUDENTS
IN ITALY

ACCOUNT
FOR 10%

OF ALL
ABROAD

STUDENTS.

NEARLY ONE-TENTH
OF UNDERGRADUATE 

UNIVERS ITY STUDENTS
STUDY ABROAD.

THE NUMBER 
OF AMERICAN 

STUDENTS ABROAD 
HAS INCREASED 
BY MORE THAN 

16% IN THE LAST 
DECADE, RISING 

TO ABOUT 289,000 
AT LAST COUNT.

Italy is the  

#2
most popular destination 
for American students,
landing just behind the 

United Kingdom.

 30,000 
AMERICANS STUDY IN ITALY ANNUALLY.

ABOUT



Five students who have spent semesters in 
Florence share what drew them to the city. 

SWIPE EACH PHOTO TO SEE IT IN COLOR

QUINN CARTELLI ,  HISTORY STUDENT. STUDIED IN 
FALL 2014.
On unlocking her heritage. “I chose to study in Florence 
because I’ve always had a desire to learn about my 
family’s culture: the food, language and art that’s rooted 
in me.” 

ANTHONY FISCHER, ENGLISH & TEXTUAL STUDIES 
AND HISTORY STUDENT. STUDIED IN FALL 2013.
On striving for a cultural connection. “Since I first started 
learning Italian, I’ve always had a fascination with 
Italy, so Florence seemed to be the natural place for me 
to study abroad. Beyond its history, I could also keep 
working towards becoming fluent there.”

KARA GELBER, PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT. STUDIED 
IN SPRING 2014.
On becoming independent. “I love that Florence is a 
walking city. I really valued the fact that I could discover 
one side of the city to the other by foot.”

KAYLA GOLDSTEIN, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND 
LINGUISTICS STUDENT. STUDIED IN FALL 2014.
On taking risks. “I wasn’t entirely sure if I wanted to study 
abroad for my first semester of college—I know it’s a little 
out there for most people. In the end, I decided to go for 
it, and I’m so glad that I did.”

MATT TRIULLI ,  ARCHITECTURE STUDENT. STUDIED IN 
SPRING 2014.
On adding a new dimension to his studies. “For me as 
an architecture student, Italy has some of the most 
fascinating pieces of architecture from history, and being 
in Florence allowed me to have a springboard from which 
to see it. I’m grateful for it.”

CIAO

meet your
ambassadors
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FIRENZE, 
TRANSLATED

Dante’s Florence may have been the birthplace of the 
Italian language, but even a well-studied nonnative 
is bound to get tripped up in its words. Here’s your 

comprehensive guide to navigating Firenzisms.

COLLOQUIALISMI
Follow any conversation in Italian by knowing 
how to translate these key phrases.

THE PHRASE: C’è la faccio.

LITERALLY? There is it I do. 

ACTUALLY MEANS: I can do it. 

THE PHRASE: Che palle! 

LITERALLY? What balls!

ACTUALLY MEANS: What a pain!

THE PHRASE: Dai!

LITERALLY? Give!

ACTUALLY MEANS: Come on! or Stop it!

THE PHRASE: Meno male.

LITERALLY? Less bad.

ACTUALLY MEANS: Thank goodness!

THE PHRASE: Ti voglio bene.

LITERALLY? I want you well.

ACTUALLY MEANS: I love you, to a friend or family 

member. “Ti amo” is reserved for romantic love.

SAY THIS // NOT THAT
Avoid raising a few eyebrows by 
watching your Italian pronunciation.

Felice (adj): happy

Facile (adj): easy

“Sono facile qui in Firenze!”

“I’m easy here in Florence!”

Scoraggiare (v): to give up

Scoreggiare (v): to pass gas

“Credo in te. Non ti scoreggiare!”

“I believe in you. Stop farting!”

Anno (n): year

Ano (n): backside

“Vivo a Firenze solo per un mezzo ano.”

“I’m living in Florence for only half an ass.”

FIRENSLANG
Become a true Florentine by dropping the city’s 
slang into your sentences.

THE WORD: ‘Niamo or ‘Gnamo

COMES FROM: Andiamo (We go / Let’s go!)

SAY IT LIKE: NYAH-mo

USE IT LIKE: “Siamo pronti, ragazzi? ‘Gnamo!” (Are we 

ready, guys? Let’s go!)

THE WORD: Vènvia

COMES FROM: Vieni (Come!) and via (road / method / 

start / etc.)

SAY IT LIKE: VEN-vee-ah

USE IT LIKE: “Vènvia! Lo sai che non si fa.” (Come on! 

You know better than that.)

THE WORD: Badalo / Badala

COMES FROM: Badare (to look after, to take care of)

SAY IT LIKE: bah-DAH-low / bah-DAH-lah

USE IT LIKE: “Badalo quel pazzo!” (Look at that lunatic!)

MIND YOUR MANIERE
Have you mastered the nuances of good Italian 
manners? Take our quiz—and then take notes—
on staying polite in Florence. 

1) You’ve taken a long, leisurely passeggiata along the 

Arno for lunch and have just a few minutes to make 

it back to class. Stopping into a bar for a quick to-go 

sandwich, you take it via and head back into the street. 

Do you…

 a) munch as you hustle down the block? Mmm, 

 prosciutto and mozzarella.

 b) wait to get into class to pull it out?

While you may be tempted to dive into a panino or caffè 

on the go, be aware that walking and eating is considered 

rude in Florence. Food and drink are revered in Italian 

culture, and they’re certainly things that merit a pause to 

enjoy. Sit on a bench in a piazza to enjoy your lunch, or 

stand at the bar to drink a quick shot of caffè.

2) You’re weaving through a crowd of people in the high-

traffic Piazza della Repubblica, and you snag someone 

with your elbow. Do you…

 a) turn and yelp, “Scusi!” before continuing through 

 the mass?

 b) say nothing and stride on?

Americans excuse themselves for everything: being in the 

way, moving around others, and touching other people. But 

the word “privacy” doesn’t exist in Italian. It’s fairly common 

to be in close vicinity of other people, sometimes what we’d 

consider an invasion of space, without acknowledging it

in Italy.

3) You’re just wrapping up a three-course dinner in a nice 

Oltrarno trattoria. The waiter comes to bring your table 

the conto, and as he places it on the table, he adds in 

clear English, “Service is not included.” Do you…

 a) tip 20 percent? Hey, the guy’s got to eat!

 b) pay the check and drop in a few euros for the free 

 grappa he brought you to taste?

In Italy, tips are reserved only for exemplary service. Don’t 

let anyone imply otherwise: servicers are paid full-time 

wages without the expectation of tips. Tipping gratuitously, 

too, sets you apart as a flashy foreigner.

CIAO

PASSEGGIATA:
a walk

TRATTORIA:
restaurant, cafe

GRAPPA:
a clear brandy made 

from the remnants 
of grapes pressed 

for winemaking

MANIERE:
manners
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CAFFÈ
Don’t be confused by the backbone of Italian brews: while we 

might know it as an espresso here, in Italy, the classic cup is 

actually a very small, very strong serving of coffee.

CIBO

CAFFÈ 
DECODER

For Italians, coffee is the crux of culture—a passion 
that’s produced both rich flavors and dozens of varieties. 

But the endless options for how to take your caffè may 
leave you baffled. Before you hit the coffee bar, 

brush up on these five essential cups to try.

SWIPE EACH IMAGE TO SEE THE NEXT BREW.



gelato crawl
Gelato is a distinctly Florentine tradition: while its 16th 

century-origins aren’t precisely known, legend credits a 

fiorentino, Bernardo Buontalenti, with the luscious treat. 

We’ve found the top stops that stack the best scoops in town, 

no matter which neighborhood you may be exploring. 

But take note—since most shops shut down during the winter 

freeze, you may need to schedule your gelato tour after 

late February. Tap the gelateria name to vist its website.

THE CITY CENTER
You know the drill: when in doubt, head away from the city’s 

most bustling streets for the best bites. But Edoardo, set on 

the southeastern end of the Duomo, breaks all the rules when 

it comes to tourist-trapped piazzas. Serving gelato biologico 

from its open storefront, Eduardo’s sleek interior—think 

dangling light fixtures, stainless steel finishes and a dainty 

curving staircase tucked in the corner—rivals its elegant 

gelato flavors. Try the spicy-sweet cannella, a perfect parting 

gift before you rejoin the crowds cluttering Florence’s central 

attraction. 

Piazza del Duomo, 45r; €2.50-5.00 for a cup.

PIAZZA BECCARIA
If there ever were a master gelato-maker in Florence, it would 

be Simone Bonini. The owner of Carapina created his flavors 

with modern gastronomy in mind, and his experimental 

flavors soar: mint and watermelon, pecorino and pear, and 

the Vin Santo, an exquisite scoop of dessert wine. The shop 

features a chart that outlines the month’s seasonal flavors, 

and it makes for a handy how-to on grabbing the first rounds 

of pinoli or bidding goodbye to the last of the maiale.

Piazza Guglielmo Oberdan, 2r (with a second location at Via 

Lambertesca, 18r); €2.50-5.00 for a cup.

SANTO SPIRITO
We have our reasons for preferring the bridge next to 

Florence’s beloved Ponte Vecchio, and it may just be because 

it leads us directly to this gelato stop. Located just a few 

paces into Oltrarno, Gelateria Santa Trinita highlights the best 

of the vero Firenze, or the side of town seen as the authentic 

city. You’ll never tire of its succulent sorbetto or the creamy 

combinations of Italian classics like marscapone or hazelnut, 

but our pick is the delicate, nutty sesamo nero. 

Piazza Frescobaldi, 11/12r; €1.80-6.80 for a cup.

FORTEZZA DA BASSO
Named for the first family of Florence, Gelateria de’ Medici’s 

selection matches its grand title. Overflowing with chandelier 

lights and floral-stuffed arrangements, the shop boasts both 

gelato-filled frozen fruit and decadent cakes. And while its 

location may be a hike from the center of Florence, this regal 

treat merits the journey. Try the nocciola gentile, a buttery 

hazelnut that’s earned its noble moniker. 

Via dello Statuto, 3/5r; €1.50-5.00 for a cup.

SAN NICCOLO
Wander around this young area at the base of Piazzale 

Michelangelo, and you might find yourself stepping into 

Gelato di Filo, a tiny shop that has mastered silky scoops. The 

gelateria sits just across the street from an elementary school, 

so expect to see the counter clustered with children done for 

the day. Follow their lead and order creamy cassata, inspired 

by the Sicilian dessert filled with candied fruit. 

Via San Miniato, 5r; €2.00-5.00 for a cup

CIBO

BIOLOGICO:
organic

CANNELLA:
cinammon

PINOLI:
pine nuts
MAIALE:

honey

SORBETTO:
sorbet

SESAMO NERO:
black sesame

NOCCIOLA:
hazelnut

PHOTO BY JACKIE BARR
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Though renowned for its pasta e fagioli, its schiacciata, 

its tiramisu, not all of the dishes of Florence have caught 

on outside of Tuscany. Explore enough eateries and you 

might face an offering for a course you may never have 

considered, from animal innards to moldy cheese 

desserts. Take these three dishes an invitation for 

gastronomical adventure—or as notice to stick with your 

lasagna al forno.

LAMPREDOTTO. Though a roadside sandwich may be your 

idea of a welcome reprieve from a day of city traipsing, 

the Florentines have cultivated a different food truck 

culture from what you may expect. This spice-rubbed 

sandwich is filled with tangy, chewy meat—that would be 

cow’s stomach, slow-cooked and simmered in 

vegetable broth. 

CROSTINI DI FEGATO. This salty spread is ubiquitous 

on any antipasto plate or aperitivo spread, a staple for 

Florence appetizers. But what you might not know about 

the creamy brown dish is its idiosyncratic land-and-sea 

mashup: capers, anchovies, sage and chicken liver. 

GELATO AL FORMAGGIO. The Tuscans love their cheese—

so much that it’s made an appearance in their sweets. 

Though likely not part of the gelato tradition in Florence, 

cheese flavors have started to sweep the shops across 

town. Our count so far? Pecorino, ricotta, gorgonzola, 

grana, and parmigiano.

CIBO 
BIZZARRO!

CIBO

LAMPREDOTTO
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be the cuoco

INGREDIENTS: 250g flour, 250g semola, 5 eggs, 15g ex-

tra virgin olive oil, salt to taste

1. Spread flour on countertop, leaving an indentation in 

the center. Break the eggs into this indentation.

2. Beat the eggs with a fork and gradually mix in the flour 

on the countertop while adding oil and a few pinches of 

salt.

3. As the dough begins to solidify and adhere to the fork, 

stop beating and begin to knead the dough. Remove hard 

pieces of dough and knead until the stickiness has given 

way to smoothness, about 10 minutes.

4. Use a pasta machine to further smoothen and knead 

the dough. Sprinkle flour on one side, fold the dough to 

fit the width of the machine, and roll it through the largest 

setting, taking care to keep the pasta from bunching.

5. Continue folding and rolling the pasta reducing the set-

ting each time until it is the correct thickness (often, sec-

ond or third-smallest setting).

Learn to prepare the backbone of all Italian classics, fresh 
pasta, with this recipe pulled straight from a Tuscan kitchen. 

Jacopo Tendi, a chef based in Greve in Chianti, 
shares the best way to make pasta from scratch.

JACOPO’S TIP: 
Making pasta dough 

is all about touch. 
Once the dough is 

smooth, stop kneading 
immediately. 

Overworking the 
dough will make 

it too firm.

CIBO
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7. SANTA CROCE
This gorgeous Neogothic church houses the 
Hollywood stars of the Renaissance: funerary 
monuments to Michelangelo, Macchiavelli, 
Galileo, Dante and more are there. Plus, it 
has famous frescoes by Giotto, father of the 
Reniassance.
Hours: 9:30 am-5:30 pm; 2 pm-5:30 pm 
on Sundays
Admission: €6
Must-see works: Giotto’s Bardi Chapel and 
Peruzzi Chapel, Brunelleschi’s Pazzi Chapel

8. SANTA MARIA NOVELLA
This Dominican church was the city’s first 
basilica, home to groundbreaking Gothic and 
early Renaissance pieces.
Hours: 9 am-5:30 pm; 11 am-5:30 pm on 
Fridays and 12 pm-5 pm Sundays
Admission: €5
Must-see works: Masaccio’s pioneering 
Holy Trinity in the Tournabuoni Chapel, 
Ghirlandaio’s frescoes (with work by his young 
apprentice, Michelangelo) in the Strozzi 
Chapel, the Spanish Chapel

9. SAN MARCO
This religious complex restored by the Medici 
includes various early Renaissance works, plus 
later pieces created in honor of the aristocratic 
family.
Hours: 9:45 am-4:45 pm
Admission: Free with your museum card; 
€4 without
Must-see works: Fra Angelico’s Deposition, St. 
Peter of Verona Triptych, and his San Marco 
Alterpiece

10. PALAZZO PITTI
This palace, where the ruling Medici moved in 
the mid-16th century, is brimming with high 
Renaissance treasures. It also has sub-museums 
including the royal apartments, a costume 
gallery, and more.
Hours: 8.15 am-6.50 pm. Closed Mondays.
Admission: Free with your museum card; 
€8.50 without
Must-see works: Raphael’s portraits such 
as La Donna Velata, Titian’s Christ the 
Redeemer, Andrea del Sarto’s Pieta with Saints, 
Caravaggio’s Sleeping Cupid

11. SANTO SPIRITO
Brunelleschi’s design for this geometric church 
is a testament to the ordered, harmonious 
humanism of the Renaissance.
Hours: 9:30 am-12:30 pm and 4 pm-5:30 pm
Admission: Free
Must-see works: Michelangelo’s wooden 
Crucifix, carved when he was 17 years old

NOT PICTURED: SAN MINIATO AL MONTE
This medieval church’s two-level structure is an 
achievement of Romanesque design. At Sunday 
and evening masses, the church fills with the 
otherworldly Gregorian chants of its monks.
Hours: 8 am-12:30 pm and 2 pm-7 pm; 
8 am-7 pm Sundays
Admission: Free 
Must-see works: 11th and 12th-century 
mosaics of Christ

ARTE

1. THE UFFIZI
There’s a reason the Uffizi is considered one 
of the world’s premier galleries: it stacks a vast 
amount of pivotal art works through Italian 
history, especially the Renaissance.
Hours:  8:15 am-6:50 pm. Closed Mondays.
Admission: Free with your museum card; 
€6.50 without
Must-see works: Endless. But a few of the most 
noteworthy pieces include Botticelli’s Birth of 
Venus, Michelangelo’s Doni Tondo, Da Vinci’s 
Annunciation, and Titian’s Venus of Urbino.

2. GALLERIA DELL’ACCADEMIA
This housing place of the David was 
constructed around the masterpiece, with a 
360° display and airy skylight.
Hours: Tues-Sun, 8:15 am-6:50 pm. Closed 
Mondays.
Admission: Free with your museum card; 
€6.50 without 
Must-see works: Michaelangelo’s David, 
unfinished works from his Prisoners series.

3. THE DUOMO
A ticket to the city’s most iconic landmark 
comes with access to all its surrounding 
attractions: the cupola, the Santa Maria Del 
Fiore cathedral, the baptistery, and the museum 
of the Duomo’s opera. It’s a  tour through 
Florence’s artistic histories: the baptistery is 
medieval, the cathedral Neogothic, and the 
Duomo a Renaissance token.
Hours: Each building has its own hours, but 
they generally run from 10 am-5 pm.
Admission: €10

4. THE BARGELLO
This former Florentine prison is now a national 
museum famed for its priceless sculptures.
Hours: 8:15 am-5 pm
Admission: Free with your museum card; 
€10 without
Must-see works: Donatello’s David, 
Michelangelo’s Bacchus, and Brunelleschi 
and Ghiberti’s competition pieces for the 
Baptistery doors

5. PALAZZO VECCHIO & PIAZZA 
DELLA SIGNORIA
Alternately both the town hall and the ruling 
palace of Florence, the Palazzo Vecchio is 
filled with art-ornate rooms. The piazza it sits 
in, too, hosts some of the city’s most eminent 
sculptures that symbolize the republic—it was 
the original location of the David.
Hours: 9 am-11 pm; Thursdays 9 am-2 pm 
Admission: €10
Must-see works: Vasari’s frescos in the Salone 
dei Cinquecento (though they replaced now-
lost works by Da Vinci and Michelangelo), 
Giambologna’s Rape of the Sabine Woman, 
Cellini’s Perseus with the Head of Medusa

6. ORSANMICHELE
Though the building was once a grain storage 
room and then a church with a supernatural 
portrait of the Madonna, celebrated bronze 
statues sit in the niches of the great craft guilds 
of Florence’s past. They’ve since been replaced 
by copies, but most originals are now inside.
Hours: 10 am-5 pm
Admission: Free
Must-see works: Ghiberti’s Saint John the 
Baptist, Brunelleschi’s Saint Peter, Dontaello’s 
Saint Mark

MUSEUM PRIMER
Know nothing about the 
Renaissance? Have our handy 
guide steer you through the must-
see churches and galleries in town.
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You’ll need to read up on the Renaissance before 
calling its birthplace home. Jane Zaloga, a professor 

of Florentine art and architectural history, 
recommends the best books for getting schooled.  

RENAISSANCE FLORENCE: THE INVENTION OF A NEW ART by Richard Turner 

If you can’t tell buongiorno from Buonarrotti, this is the place to begin. 

Turner deftly drives through the transformation of art in 14th and 15th 

centuries, detailing the rise of the Rinascimento alongside its political, 

economic, and social implications.

THE HOUSE OF MEDICI:  ITS RISE AND FALL by Christopher Hibbert 

At times, it’s impossible to separate Florence’s artistic legacy from the 

Medici. As the dynastic, de facto rulers of the city, they were Firenze’s 

commanding leaders—and its greatest patrons. The story weaves down 

the family line in a vivid chronicle of politics and power, one that attests 

to the enduring cultural influence of the Medici. 

BRUNELLESCHI’S DOME by Ross King

Follow the extraordinary history of Florence’s emblem through the feats 

of its visionary. No figure captivates quite like Filippo Brunelleschi, who 

overturned the notions of architecture to build his towering triumph.

MURDER OF A MEDICI PRINCESS by Caroline Murphy 

Caroline Murphy’s alluring narrative captures the drama of the 

Renaissance royal courts. In this rich recount of assasination, history 

surges like a cinematic thriller both seductive and sinister.

crash course in classico

ARTE
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http://www.amazon.com/Brunelleschis-Dome-Renaissance-Reinvented-Architecture/dp/1620401932/
www.amazon.com/Murder-Medici-Princess-Caroline-Murphy/dp/0195385837/
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A LABOR
OF LEGNO

I F  YOU OPEN YOUR ARMS 

while standing in the cobbled 

center of Via dei Velluti, 

stretch and spread and push 

out your fingertips, you may 

just graze the buildings 

that flank each end. The 

street is hardly wider than 

a wingspan, hardly longer 

than a few storefronts of 

grit-ground metal shutters 

and ironclad doors. There’s 

no scattering of motorini, 

no people on foot. Your 

steps clatter off the stones 

and bound ahead between 

the tight walls, echoes 

clinking against the rusted 

doorknockers and silvery 

sealed ingresses.

A dusty glass window sits 

tucked away at the end of 

this street, and inside, a 

stooped man works with his 

nearly 80-year-old hands. 

Soft skin pulls taut as he picks 

up a cube of light wood. 

The wrinkled knuckles grip 

their wooden tooltip, fingers 

curling around the handle. 

The hands pinch at the cube, 

whitening with effort as he 

twists and secures it in a 

clamp. As they stretch and 

straighten, the furrows fade; 

the folds are lost. The supple 

hands are young once more.

WELCOME TO THE SHOP  of Luigi 

Mecocci, a faithful Florentine artigiano 

who has labored as a woodworker 

and restorer in Florence for more than 

60 years. After studying under the 

renowned artisan Maioli, Mecocci grew 

to become one of Florence’s masters.

Luigi often flips through a tattered 

emerald scrapbook of photographs, 

shiny soot-tinged shots of pieces he 

has worked on. He proudly points to 

a sculpture with ebony, known for its 

demanding delicacy. He pulls free a shot 

of a small table, scalloped and tiled and 

stamped on its square top. This one was 

for the Pitti Palace, a priceless relic he 

repaired for exhibition. Though retired 

now, he still comes in to his workshop to 

restore pieces for clients and museums 

who enlist his expertise.

ON VIA DEI VELLUTI , Luigi says, more 

than a dozen artisans once worked 

in their botteghe. In the last decade, 

he’s become just one of a handful. In 

a rapidly digitizing world, the skilled 

craftspeople, the artistic masters, 

the same people that fashioned the 

Florentine identity, are disappearing.

Luigi has no apprentice. Occasionally, 

a longtime friend will come in to help 

him with his projects, but Luigi labors 

alone. His company, instead, includes 

the people he invites into his workshop: 

local students, neighbors, writers.

“Questi sono i miei mestieri,” he says, 

gesturing to the walls of hard-worn tools 

with those hands. These are his tools. 

This is his work. This has been his life, 

a life he continues each day through the 

dusty glass window. And with his supple 

hands, he’ll bring back the old crafts, 

the mastery, the art that once made 

Florence great.

TOP: LUIGI HIGHLIGHTS A WORK OF 
CARVED WOOD HE IS CURRENTLY 
GILDING WITH GOLDLEAF.
BOTTOM: LUIGI APPLIES GOLDLEAF 
TO THE FINGERNAIL OF A STUDENT 
VISITING HIS WORKSHOP.

TOP: LUIGI’S TOOLS—“USE ONLY TO CARVE.” BOTTOM: REFLECTED IN A MIRROR, LUIGI SPEAKS TO VISITORS.

MASTER ARTISAN LUIGI MECOCCI 
PRESERVES FIRENZE’S CRAFT TRADITION 

IN HIS OLTRARNO WORSHOP.

>>
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VESTIRSI BENE
We asked three Florentine fashion experts for 

their characterizations of city style. Now follow 
their tips to dress like a true local.

ELISABETTA RENZONI, OWNER, FLO FIRENZE. Flo is an upscale, fashion-
forward concept store with a community focus: it feeds its profits into local 
and socially-conscious community projects.

ALLA
      MODA

When in Florence, dress as the 
Florentines dress. We asked local 
fashion experts for their takes on 

city style—and how to hack it. 

SPESA

“The main characteristics of Italian 

fashion and of Italian style are definitely 

connected to refinement. By this I mean 

that there’s a desire to choose which 

garments one wears with care—ones that 

are original, but also ones that are made 

with fine fabrics and workmanship. 

In Florence, where there has always 

been a tradition of small, boutique 

manufacturing, this aspect is more 

predominant than ever. 

Foreign style, both European and 

American, is definitely more informal 

[than that of the Italians], paying less 

attention to qualities like fabric and 

production.

Florentine fashion distinguishes itself 

because it’s not especially trend-driven. 

Instead, it’s always in pursuit of a 

personalized elegance, a refined style 

that varies from person to person. The 

love for unique and original pieces 

comes from a local culture, one whose 

fashionable style has always prevailed.

A foreigner who wants to dress like a 

Florentine definitely must visit the little 

shops that still exist in Florence, ones 

that that produce their small collections 

of clothing and accessories locally. 

Choose your own look—one that not only 

fits your figure, but also your lifestyle—

and pick clothes and accessories that 

best express the personality of the person 

wearing them. Always dress originally 

and never be boring. Always be elegant 

while comfortable and casual.”

La principale caratteristica della 

moda italiana e dello stile italiano 

è sicuramente quella legata alla 

ricercatezza: con questo termine intendo 

la volontà di scegliere con cura i capi da 

indossare, che siano originali, ma anche 

realizzati con tessuti di pregio e con una 

lavorazione ben fatta. Specialmente a 

Firenze dove da sempre c’è una cultura 

del capo sartoriale, questo aspetto è più 

che mai reale.

La moda straniera, sia europea 

che americana è sicuramente più 

informale, ma anche meno attenta alle 

caratteristiche del capo legate al tessuto 

ed alla lavorazione.

La moda fiorentina si differenzia per 

non essere particolarmente di tendenza, 

segue più alla ricerca di un’eleganza 

personalizzata,  di uno stile ricercato 

che varia da persona a persona. L’amore 

per il capo unico e originale nasce da 

una cultura locale che ha sempre fatto 

prevalere lo stile alla moda.

Uno straniero che volesse vestirsi da 

fiorentino sicuramente dovrebbe visitare i 

piccoli negozi ancora esistenti a Firenze 

che realizzano piccole collezioni di 

abiti ed accessori prodotti localmente. 

Scegliere il proprio look, quello che 

più si addice alla propria figura ma 

anche al proprio stile di vita e scegliere 

capi ed accessori che esprimano al 

meglio le caratteristiche della persona 

che li indossa. Vestirsi sempre in modo 

originale e mai banale, sempre elegante 

anche se confortevole ed informale.

WANT TO VISIT THE STORE? LUNGARNO CORSINI, 30/34R; +39 055 537 0568, FLO-FIRENZE.IT

>>

http://FLO-FIRENZE.ORG
http://FLO-FIRENZE.IT


SPESA

ALLA
      MODA

When in Florence, dress as the 
Florentines dress. We asked local 
fashion experts for their takes on 

city style—and how to hack it. 

“Fashion in Florence is without a doubt 

very studied and deliberate. Florentines 

prefer natural materials like silk, cotton, 

and linen. Generally the ladies are 

always dressed elegantly, even for 

informal occasions, without ever seeming 

out of place.

As I said, [the most popular textiles in 

Florence] are all natural: linen, cotton, 

silk, hemp, cupro. In terms of color, blue 

is always very current, especially when 

paired with dusty shades like antique 

rose, powder blue, and light beige. 

Right now, cuts inspired by the twenties 

are trendy. Very low, hip-skimming 

waistlines on dresses and soft, abundant 

silk shirts may be a little more buttoned-

up, but they make the wearer look 

very elegant.

If a foreigner wants to dress like a 

Florentine, they need to come here! And 

definitely don’t bring shorts and flip flops 

when you do. Study the right look, and 

avoid the big low-cost chain stores!”

MATTEO QUERINI, OWNER, BOUTIQUE NADINE. Boutique Nadine 
is a shop brimming with charm: its wonderland-inspired pieces mix fresh 
designers and vintage accessories for women. 

La moda fiorentina è senza dubbio 

molto ricercata e attenta. Si prediligono 

materiali naturali, come seta, cotone, lino. 

Solitamente le signore fiorentine sono 

sempre vestite in maniera elegante anche 

per occasioni informali, senza però essere 

fuori luogo. 

Come dicevo prima sicuramente tutti 

i materiali naturali: lino, cotone, seta, 

canapa, cupro; per quanto riguarda i 

colori sicuramente il blu è sempre molto 

attuale, accostato con colori cipria come 

il rosa antico, il celeste polvere, il beige 

chiaro. In questo momento si ha una 

tendenza verso i tagli anni Venti, quindi la 

vita molto bassa ma larga negli abiti, che 

non si ferma sui fianchi e camicie di seta 

abbondanti e morbide che celano un po’ 

ma rendono eleganti. 

Se uno straniero vuole vestirsi come un 

fiorentino deve venire da noi! Sicuramente 

non devono portare shorts e infradito 

e studiare un po’ di più il proprio look, 

evitando le grandi catene low cost!

WANT TO VISIT THE STORE? VIA DE’ BENCI 32R / 

LUNGARNO ACCIAUOLI; +39 055 247 8274, BOUTIQUENADINE.IT

>>

http://BOUTIQUENADINE.IT
http://BOUTIQUENADINE.IT


ALLA
      MODA

When in Florence, dress as the 
Florentines dress. We asked local 
fashion experts for their takes on 

city style—and how to hack it. 

SPESA

“Italian fashion marks itself from the 

rest of the world because it pays careful 

attention to style. In fact, we Italians 

take much care with combining colors 

(ones that coordinate together) with 

the aesthetic details of the outfits we 

choose. In Florence, you’ll find that 

the vast majority of fashion houses that 

have made and make the history of our 

fashion system—along with really young, 

emerging ones—are characterized by 

the production of not only garments 

and artisanal products, but of impactful 

fashion. We are known throughout the 

world for the realization of artisanship 

and production of the highest quality, 

both in the clothing sector and in 

accessories (bags, shoes, etc.).

From my point of view, we Florentines 

particularly love a refined, personalized 

style that mixes pieces from established 

brands and emerging designers. It’s 

a style that mixes casual, informal 

garments and more glamorous and high-

impact style that makes an immediate 

statement—yet everything seems thrown 

together by chance. The overall effect 

is very natural and elegant, and there’s 

nothing out of place.

For me, accessories are always very 

important: you can’t go wrong in 

choosing shoes. They have to always 

match the context with your dress and 

with the aesthetic you want to emulate: 

glamorous, sporty, casual, understated, 

etc. Purses and accessories have to 

match. We wear laced shoes, slippers 

or ballet flats without socks in the milder 

seasons, sometimes combined with 

baggy jeans and tailored coats. Hats 

can also be widely found in Florentine 

fashion: straw hats historically produced 

from a town near Florence, Signa, are 

the most well-known. Besides being 

a statement, they shelter us from the 

sun in the hot summer months, when 

temperatures rise to 40°C and humidity 

levels come close to 80%.

Something that not too many foreigners 

know about Florence is that we usually 

wear flat shoes because most of our 

streets in the historic center are 

paved with cobblestones. They don’t 

make it easy to walk in the high heels 

that we typically wear in the evening. 

It’s a city that was historically thought 

of for commerce and life in the light 

of day.

We really follow fashion, and so our 

colors and patterns change with its 

shifts. But I think jeans, sneakers, and 

polished items never fail in the wardrobe 

of a Florentine.

[To dress like us,] never leave the 

house—even to go to the grocery store—

without taking care of your style. You 

might go out in jeans and a t-shirt, 

but they should still be put-together 

with simplicity. We take care of our 

appearance a lot: hair, makeup. And 

we exercise and look after our figure 

and watch what we eat. I’d recommend 

exploring the streets of the old town, 

searching for excellent artisans who 

interpret trends with their own spin. The 

only way to do it is to try.”

GIULIANA BECCATTINI, OWNER AND DESIGNER, L’ABITO CHE…VORREI. 
L’Abito is an Oltrarno boutique that exemplifies Florentine fashion with its clean 
lines and versatile options for women.

La moda italiana si differenzia da quella del 

resto del mondo per essere molto attenta allo 

“stile”. Infatti noi italiani prestiamo molta 

cura sia all’abbinamento dei colori (che si 

armonizzino fra loro) che ai dettagli estetici 

degli accessori che abbiniamo all’ outfit 

scelto.  A Firenze si trovano la 

maggior parte delle case di moda che 

hanno fatto e fanno la storia del sistema 

moda, insieme ad altre realtà giovani, 

emergenti che si caratterizzano per la 

realizzazione di capi ed oggetti artigianali 

ma di forte impatto fashion: siamo 

conosciuti in tutto il mondo per la 

realizzazione artigianale e di alta qualità, 

sia per quel che riguarda il comparto 

abbigliamento, che accessori (borse, 

scarpe, etc). 

Dal mio punto di vista, noi Fiorentini, 

amiamo in particolare uno stile 

ricercato e personalizzato, che miscela 

pezzi di brand affermati ad altri di stilisti 

emergenti. Uno stile che mixa capi 

casual, informali, con altri glamour e di 

forte impatto stilistico che rendono subito 

d’ effetto l’ outfit, il tutto però sembra 

buttato lì per caso. Tutto l’insieme risulta 

molto naturale ed elegante, non c’è niente 

che stona. 

Per me ad esempio gli accessori sono 

sempre molto importanti: non si può 

sbagliare la scelta della scarpa, che deve 

essere sempre in contesto con il vestito 

scelto e con l’ aspetto che gli si vuole dare 

(glamour, sportivo, casual, understated, 

etc); borsa ed accessori vanno quindi di 

conseguenza. Usiamo indossare scarpe 

allacciate, slipper o ballerine senza calze 

nelle stagioni intermedie, magari abbinate 

a jeans baggy e cappotti sartoriali. I 

cappelli anche trovano largo impiego nella 

moda fiorentina: molto noti sono i cappelli 

di paglia, di storica produzione in un 

paese vicino a Firenze, Signa, che oltre 

all’impronta fashion ci servono per ripararci 

dal sole nei torridi mesi estivi, quando si 

arrivano a sfiorare anche i 40 gradi con un 

tasso di umidità vicino all’ 80%.

Una cosa che pochi stranieri sanno su 

Firenze è che a Firenze si indossano 

prevalentemente scarpe basse perchè 

la maggior parte delle nostre strade nel 

centro storico, sono pavimentate con 

sanpietrini che non agevolano molto la 

camminata con le scarpe a tacco alto, che 

indossiamo prevalentemente la sera. È una 

città che storicamente è stata pensata per il 

commercio e per la vita alla luce del giorno.

Seguiamo molto la moda, quindi colori e 

modelli cambiano con il cambiare delle 

proposte: penso che jeans, sneakers, abiti  

ricercati non mancano mai nel guardaroba 

di un Fiorentino.

Non uscire mai di casa senza aver curato 

il proprio stile, anche quando andiamo a 

fare la spesa, magari usciamo con un jeans 

e una t-shirt ma sempre tutto molto curato 

nella sua semplicità. Curiamo molto il nostro 

aspetto estetico: capelli, trucco. Facciamo 

sport quindi siamo attenti al nostro fisico 

e a quello che mangiamo. Consiglierei 

di esplorare le strade del centro storico 

alla ricerca di eccellenze artigiane che 

interpretano la moda attuale in un modo del 

tutto particolare...unico modo per conoscerlo 

è provare a farlo.

WANT TO VISIT THE STORE? VIA ROMANA, 62A; +39 055 228 0567, LABITOCHEVORREI.IT

>>

http://LABITOCHEVORREI.IT
http://LABITOCHEVORREI.IT
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FIRENZE 360°
WHERE? Top of the Duomo

HOW? Buy your all-inclusive 10 euro ticket from the 

Opera’s biglietteria to gain access to the Cathedral of 

Florence, Campanile, Baptistery, and Opera Museum for 24 

hours. But the unequivocal peak is Brunelleschi’s greatest 

Renaissance glory: il Duomo. Climb 436 loping, sloping 

steps, watch for areas of narrow two-way foot traffic, and 

try to breathe easy as you circle a dome within the Dome—

the architectural innovation that allowed it to be built in the 

1400s. When you emerge at the top, your lungs will seize 

again, this time at the circular panorama from the highest 

point in the city. 

WHERE? Orsanmichele

HOW? The top floors of Orsanmichele, a former grain 

storage room now housing important figures sculpted 

by Donatello, Ghiberti, Brunelleschi and more, are often 

overlooked by the Florence traveller. Get your ticket at 

the door, tip your head to the divine Madonna and Child 

housed by Orcagna’s almighty tabernacle, then head up 

the stairs for a spectacular sight: the best free looks into the 

city center. 

WHERE? Piazzale Michelangelo

HOW? Cross the river from the city center and head to 

San Niccolo to find a large-scale set of steps that curve 

off out of sight. When you emerge at their top, you’ll find 

what looks like glorified parcheggio with a sage green 

replica of the David at its center—until you head to the 

piazzale’s edge. The whole city spreads out before you. The 

view is best at dusk: as the soft acoustic chords of a street 

performer swell in the piazza, listen more closely for the 

enchanting hum of the city to reach your ears.

WHERE? San Miniato al Monte

HOW? While the climb to Piazzale Michelangelo may have 

exhausted you, conserve your energy for just a few more 

steps. This Romanesque church from the 10th century sits 

up a small hill from the piazzale parking lot and offers a 

larger panorama of the gentle Tuscan countryside. Bonus 

tip: if you quietly duck into the church any evening during 

the week, you can catch San Miniato’s monaci chanting a 

mass in the dim medieval church.

WHERE? Fiesole

HOW? This little town was once an Etruscan stronghold 

and still holds a Roman amphitheater, but one of its best 

attractions lies on the horizon: its vistas of Firenze. Take the 

#5 bus from ATAF to head into the picturesque little town 

and spot the city from the other side of the Arno.

The best way to remember your little city? Trace 
a full vantage point around its best views.

RICORDO >>

BIGLIETTERIA:
ticket office

PARCHEGGIO:
parking, parking lot

MONACI:
monks
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One student reflects on the moments she’ll 
carry forward with her from Florence.

BY CHIARA KLEIN

THE RITUAL BEGINS every evening when my host mother 

Alessandra gets home from work. Sometime between 4 and 7 

o’clock, the lock of the front door clicks twice, announcing her 

arrival. “Ciao, my girls!” her voice rings out, in that distinctively 

resonant Italian timbre, hers infused with British formality left over 

from time spent in England. From our respective bedrooms, my 

roommate and I call in reply. In our three cheerful octaves, we are a 

bell choir. And all at once, the house is full. 

Then comes the period of waiting: I can manage to 

distract myself only in trivial ways as the minutes 

tick slowly and my stomach grumbles in cadence. 

I hear Mich shuffle to the bathroom and then back 

to lie on his bed as some unintelligible Italian TV 

show blares. I begin to grow restless when I hear the clattering of 

plates being set just across the hallway in the kitchen, and even 

more so when some rich, steaming aroma finds its way up the short 

flight of steps to my bedroom, settling around me and demanding 

my willing attention. I know the call will come any minute, and my 

anticipation grows accordingly. And suddenly, there it is: “Girls!…

Mich!…Pronto!” 

My roommate’s door slides open, I thump down the stairs, Mich rolls 

over into his sandals and out into the hallway, and the three of us 

converge for an instant before descending on the brightly lit kitchen, 

happy victims of the Pied Piper’s tune. 

Chairs scrape back and we exclaim over the dish placed in front 

of us. Alessandra beams as she turns from the stove to the table to 

finish serving. We settle down and begin to blissfully entertain the 

cream-drenched gnocchi, or dense spinach lasagna, or intricately 

seasoned bean and rice soup before us. For a time, only the sounds 

of greedy forks bounce between the tiled walls. And then slowly we 

begin to look up, to meet each others’ eyes, smiling as sauce drips 

down my chin or my roommate reaches for another 

piece of bread. 

“Com’era il tuo giorno, Mich?” 

“Eh…bene, bene. E tu? Cosa hai fatto?” 

There are always bits to offer, anecdotes that 

Alessandra loves to hear. Often times, our babbo 

just has to shrug as the three ladies gossip. But 

he usually gets his two cents in somehow, more often than not in 

the form of a cheeky American quip plucked from some ambiguous 

cultural vignette. “Yeah, baby!” and “Gorgeous!” are recurring 

favorites. Alessandra makes a face, calls him an idiot, catches our 

eyes, and bursts out laughing. Plates have been scraped clean by 

now, and we push our chairs to help clear the table. Before we 

withdraw to our rooms, we turn back to blow Alessandra a kiss and 

thank her. “Ma, for what?” she returns with feigned anger, before 

breaking into a smile once more. 

Ritual is a term inextricably linked with Italian culture. The order 

bestowed on all things is not a matter of efficiency, or even merely 

habit, but is instead reflective of a reverence for life’s consistencies. 

This is a reverence conspicuously missing in our native culture of 

total disposability. Experiences, social causes, iPhone editions are 

tossed before they even have time to gather a layer of dust. 

Yet here in Florence, I have felt the wisdom and compassion of 

tradition, the deep calm that is born of routine. Almost as if there is 

a secret here, one nestled in window box gardens and hiding in the 

shadows of ancient cloisters, that we have missed while spinning our 

American hamster wheels. To have been able to participate in my 

own now-beloved realm of ritual has been one of the greatest joys of 

discovering my Italy.  

THE RITUAL

THE GROUP OF 
US CONVERGE 

BEFORE 
DESCENDING 

ON THE BRIGHT 
KITCHEN, 

HAPPY VICTIMS 
OF THE PIED 

PIPER’S TUNE.

IN OUR THREE 
OCTAVES, 

WE ARE A BELL 
CHOIR. AND ALL 

AT ONCE, THE 
HOUSE IS FULL.

CHIARA HUGS HER HOST 
MOTHER, ALESSANDRA, ON 
PIAZZALE MICHELANGELO.
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TOKEN 
GESTURES

What will you take away from Florence after your time there ends? 
Students discuss their most valuable souvenirs—the pieces of Florence 

that they’ve brought home with them. 

On my last full day in Florence, I met 

up with an Italian friend who I knew 

from an exchange program. We grabbed 

lunch almost every other day through the 

semester, speaking only Italian together. 

When we met at the Duomo—our usual 

spot—she was holding a gift bag. In it 

was a book of Italian expressions. To 

me, it was a continuation of my work 

in learning Italian and a symbol of 

our friendship. With it, she’d continue 

teaching me the language even after I 

returned to the United States.
—ANTHONY FISCHER, FALL 2013

anthony’s book photo here

My favori te souvenir f rom Florence is a golden coin r ing I 
bought on Ponte Vecchio. I  wear ever y day. The r ing has the 
ci ty’s s tamp on i t ,  and even when I glance down at i t  in class, I 
can’t  help but smi le and remember my semester in F lorence. 

—KARA GELBER, SPRING 2014

My most important souvenir is a necklace our Italian teacher gave 
me on the last day of class. We all chose from a hat, and I got lucky 
with a beautiful pendent of the Medici crest. I wear it to remind 
myself of the rich memories Florence has given me and all the 
gracious people who have affected my life. 

—MONA FULAMBARKAR, FALL 2014

The day before we left, my host 

parents gave me a postcard of 

the portrait American Girl in 

Italy 40 Years Later. It’s based 

off of a famous photo, American 

Girl in Italy. My host father’s 

brother took the photograph, 

and it became popular just as 

the original had. The retake 

was blown up and framed in 

our dining room, my host family 

often told us how much they 

loved the picture. Now I have 

my own. It was a thoughtful gift 

that reminds me of my family, 

and I’ll always cherish it.

—MACKENZIE SHERIDAN, 
SPRING 2014

I  SPENT SO MUCH T IME IN ONE STORE 

IN THE LEATHER MARKET THAT I  ENDED UP 

BECOMING FR IENDS WITH ONE OF THE 

SALESPEOPLE,  SASHA.  WHENEVER I  WEAR 

MY JACKETS,  I ’M REMINDED OF ALL  MY 

GREAT MEMORIES IN FLORENCE!

—ABBY ROSENBLUM, SPRING 2014

abby’s jacket

    >

    >

    >
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A PRESTO

CERTAINLY, TRAVEL IS MORE 
THAN THE SEEING OF SIGHTS;

IT IS A CHANGE THAT 
GOES ON, DEEP AND 
PERMANENT, IN THE 
IDEAS OF LIVING.

—MARY RITTER BEARD
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